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The common roots and background of the musicians enabled the Kopelman Quartet
quickly to grow to maturity, and their Edinburgh Festival concert, just one year after
their foundation, received extraordinary reviews, referring to ‘every hallmark of
distinguished musicianship’ and ‘great humanity in the finesse of their playing’.

A significant chamber ensemble, with no change in personnel since its foundation, the
quartet has played at many major international venues, including the Musikverein,
Vienna, the Dom Muziki, Moscow, the Library of Congress, Washington, the Royal
Palace and the National Concert Hall, Madrid, and appears regularly at venues such
as the Concertgebouw, Amsterdam, and the Wigmore Hall, London.  Chamber music
partners have included Elisabeth Leonskaja, Mischa Maisky and Julian Rachlin.

The Kopelman Quartet has given concerts in the United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal,
Austria, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland,
Slovakia, Cyprus, the United States, Canada and Russia; festivals in which they have
played include the Edinburgh International Festival,  the Valladolid Festival,  the
Zurich Festival, the Colmar Festival, Prague Spring Festival, December Nights, Mos-
cow,  and the Ravinia Festival in the United States.

The Kopelman Quartet has recorded a Shostakovich Plus series for Nimbus Records and
has also recorded  for Wigmore Live, the Wigmore Hall's own label.  Recorded
repertoire includes music by Shostakovich, Prokofiev, Myaskovsky, Tchaikovsky,
Weinberg and Schubert.

Boris Kuschnir plays the violin by Antonio Stradivari ‘La Rouse Boughton’, 1703, by
courtesy of the Austrian National Bank.
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Kopelman Quartet
Founded by experienced chamber musicians steeped in the standards and style of the
classic Russian school, the Kopelman Quartet carries forward a rich inheritance of
technical excellence, lyricism, grace and musical integrity.

Mikhail Kopelman, Boris Kuschnir, Igor Sulyga and Mikhail Milman all graduated
from the Moscow Conservatoire in the 1970s, this institution's golden age, when the
students regularly worked with musicians and teachers such as David Oistrakh, Boris
Belenky, Yuri Yankelevich, Fyodor Druzhinin, Dmitri Shostakovich, Mstislav
Rostropovich and Natalia Gutman. These strong musical influences have remained
with the members of the Kopelman Quartet, even though they pursued individual
careers for twenty-five years before founding the quartet in 2002.

Mikhail Kopelman, first violin, was the renowned leader of the Borodin Quartet for
twenty years, and was awarded the Royal Philharmonic Society Award and the
Concertgebouw Silver Medal of Honour. He holds a professorship at the Eastman
School of Music. Boris Kuschnir, second violin, was a prize-winner at many
international violin and chamber music competitions and is a distinguished teacher
whose pupils include Julian Rachlin and Nikolai Znaider. Igor Sulyga, viola, played
for twenty years with Vladimir Spivakov, in the Moscow Virtuosi Chamber Orchestra
and in his string quartet, and is a professor at the Katarina Gurska School of Music and
Foundation, Madrid. As founding members of the Moscow String Quartet, both Boris
Kuschnir and Igor Sulyga worked with Dmitri Shostakovich on his late quartets.
Mikhail Milman, cello, was for twenty years principal cellist of the Moscow Virtuosi
and collaborated frequently with the Borodin Quartet in concerts and prize-winning
recordings.
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 DISC ONE (1797-1828)
, D810 ‘Death and the Maiden’

1 I Allegro 16.10
2 II Andante con moto 14.03
3 III Scherzo: Allegro molto 3.51
4 IV Presto 9.37

 DISC TWO (1840–1893)
, Op. 30 38

1 I Andante sostenuto – Allegro moderato – Andante sostenuto 17.18
2 II Allegretto vivo e scherzando 3.48
3 III Andante funebre e doloroso ma con moto 11.22
4 IV Finale: Allegro non troppo e risoluto 5.57

From the Edinburgh Festival
A concert recorded in the Queen’s Hall, Edinburgh on 25 August 2003
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Franz Schubert’s penultimate string quartet, in D minor (D810), and Pyotr Il’yich
Tchaikovsky’s third and final essay in the genre, in E flat minor Op. 30, have in
common the theme of mortality. Tchaikovsky sketched his work in January 1876 in
Paris, where he enthused about a performance of Bizet’s opera Carmen, and completed
it on his return to Moscow by 18 February 1876. He wrote it as a tribute to the
celebrated Czech violinist and composer Ferdinand Laub (1832-75), his friend and
Moscow Conservatoire colleague, who had led the premieres of his first two string
quartets and whose untimely death in March 1875 had affected Tchaikovsky greatly.
At its core is its third movement (Andante funebre e doloroso, ma con moto) – actually the
second movement in Tchaikovsky’s original scheme. This sustained and compelling
musical representation of the composer’s grief at Laub’s passing comprises a lengthy,
painful lament, followed by a religious funeral chant, and eventually a funeral march.

In 1823, Schubert came face to face with his own mortality. He spent several days in
hospital, suffering from a serious bout of the illness (probably syphilis and not typhoid
as traditionally thought) that would claim his life five years later. Friends wrote of his

‘double nature’, in which Viennese gaiety contrasted with deep melancholy; in sombre
mood and anguished about his health and general wellbeing, Schubert wrote:

I feel myself to be the most unhappy, the most miserable being in the  world.
Imagine a man whose health will never be right again, and who, in sheer despair
about this, makes things worse rather than better. Imagine a man, I say, whose
highest hopes have come to naught, to whom the happiness of love and friendship
offers nothing but the most acute pain, whose inspiration (at least, creative
inspiration) for all that is beautiful threatens to disappear, and then ask yourself if
he isn’t a miserable and happy fellow. My peace is gone, my heart is heavy, I find
it never, nevermore…so might I sing every day, since each night when I go to sleep
I hope never again to wake, and each morning merely reminds me of yesterday’s
misery.
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idea is introduced, featuring some pizzicato accompaniment, before the principal
theme is developed further. Before the brisk, lively coda (Vivace), a brief Quasi Andante
passage reminds us of the sad event that has provided the work’s inspiration.

Both these string quartets were heard in private settings before they reached the
concert platform. Tchaikovsky’s Third Quartet was first performed at a soirée hosted
by Nikolai Rubinstein in March 1876. The audience was enthusiastic but Tchaikovsky
was less certain of the work’s quality. He remarked to his brother Modest:

I think I have rather written myself out. I am beginning to repeat myself and cannot
conceive anything new. Have I really sung my swan song, and have nowhere further
to go? It is terribly sad. However, I shall endeavour to write nothing for a while but try
to regain my strength.

The first public performance was given later that month at the Moscow Conservatory
in honour of Grand Duke Konstantin Nikolayevich by the Moscow String Quartet,
with Jan Hřímalý, Laub’s successor also at the Moscow Conservatory, as leader. Two
more public performances were given within less than a week.

Schubert’s ‘Death and the Maiden’ Quartet was first aired in February 1826 at the home
of the operatic tenor Joseph Barth. It was played again at a concert in the home of
composer Franz Lachner by an ensemble led by Ignaz Schuppanzigh, who was
reportedly unimpressed and advised Schubert to stick to writing songs! Schubert put
the work aside; it remained undiscovered and unpublished until 1831, over three years
after his death. Its first public performance took place in 1832, when its reception was
much more positive, ensuring for it a permanent place in the forefront of the string
quartet repertory.

© 2016 Robin Stowell
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An intricate, turbulent development then ensues, animated by dotted (long-short)
rhythms and a recurring triplet figure common to both main themes. After the
recapitulation, Tchaikovsky completes the movement’s symmetry by reprising an
abridged version of its Andante sostenuto introduction.

The brief, energetic Allegretto vivo e scherzando (B flat major, 2-4) offers some welcome
relief between the melancholic intensity of the opening movement and the grief-laden
Andante funebre. Its folk-like central trio section, led by the viola, is more melodic and
restrained, but the scherzo soon resumes its restless ways.

The key of E flat minor is especially deeply felt in the third movement, which, plunders
the depths of Tchaikovsky’s sorrow over Laub’s passing. Powerful (yet muted) solemn
chords establish the grief-laden atmosphere. A motive intoned by the 1st violin leads to
a repeat of the section thus far in the subdominant key. A recitative-like idea (2nd

violin) on a monotone (B flat) underpins what appears to be a choral chant in the
Orthodox funeral service and provides a link to the plaintive (piangendo) second idea
(1st violin, then cello), which, along with the chant material, is much exploited in the
working-out. Towards the end, the solemn opening chords, the chant material and the
obsessive B flat recitative idea are reviewed in solemn harmony before the movement
reaches a climax and then dissipates in the high register of each instrument.

The boisterousness of the rondo finale (Allegro non troppo e risoluto, E flat major, 2-4) is
difficult to reconcile with the sustained grief that has preceded it. Clearly, Tchaikovsky
believed that he should conclude his tribute positively with the sentiment that ‘life
goes on’. ‘If you do not find any reasons for happiness in yourself’, he wrote, ‘look at
the other people; make yourself merry with their happiness so it is still possible to live
on.’ The principal theme, introduced after eight introductory bars, is of forthright
character, as is also its accomplice, of pastoral Ukranian mood. A folky transitional
passage leads to the reappearance and development of the main theme. A new, lighter
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On leaving hospital, Schubert entered what would be the last phase of his career as a
composer, when his works demonstrate even greater ambition in form and scale.
Having already composed twelve ‘numbered’ string quartets, he returned to the genre
in 1824, crafting two significant works, both of which refer to earlier pieces in his oeuvre.
His String Quartet in A minor D804 borrows a theme from his recently completed
incidental music for the play Rosamunde, Princess of Cyprus. Completed in March 1824,
his D minor Quartet D810 uses a theme adapted from his Lied ‘Der Tod und das
Mädchen’ (‘Death and the Maiden’) D531; 1817), a setting of a German romantic poem
by clergyman Matthias Claudius (1740-1815) in which a terror-stricken young girl is
approached by the figure of Death. She pleads for her life, but Death is insistent,
consoling her with the words:

Give your hand, you beautiful and gentle thing.
I am a friend, and come not to punish.
Be of good courage! I am not cruel;
You shall sleep gently in my arms.

The eight-bar piano introduction and part of the accompaniment of this Lied serve as
the basis for a set of variations which forms the quartet’s second movement, but the
overall theme of struggle against mortality seems to pervade the entire work. All four
of its movements are cast in minor keys and incorporate not only sudden contrasts of
dynamic and character but also an underlying triplet motive, which not only drives
them forward but also acts as a unifying force. The few glimpses of the major mode
serve only to heighten the rest of the music’s poignancy.

Schubert’s first movement (Allegro, D minor, 4-4) is characterised by a continual
alternation between tension and relaxation. It opens in defiant mood with a unison
fortissimo outburst, but continues pianissimo to pause on the dominant. The triplet
motive then acts as our guide through a widely modulating section, which leads at
length to an explosive counterstatement of the opening theme, reinforced by violent
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rising triplets. The mood soon quietens, preparing the way for the violins’ lyrical
Italianate ‘second subject’ (F major), which, together with the rocking triplet figure
(viola) and a new semiquaver idea, is soon subjected to rigorous contrapuntal
development, modulating widely but settling eventually in A minor/major. A short
codetta brings the exposition to a close. The ensuing development, commencing in C
major and focussing on the ‘second subject’, is concise but no less ingenious, and the
shortened recapitulation, with the differently scored ‘second subject’ in D major and
its developmental episode in B flat major, culminates in a sombre D minor coda, which
recalls in tragic vein the triplets of the opening.

In the second movement (Andante, G minor, 2-2), the simple, melancholic material
adapted from Schubert’s Lied is presented as a sombre, hushed chorale and subjected
to five variations. Based largely on the harmonic arrangement of their inspiration,
these variations explore the full gamut of emotions associated with youthful mortality.
The first variation features principally the first violin, while the second variation gives
prominence to the cello. The third variation’s insistent galloping rhythms, over which
the first violin plays a high-lying variant of the theme, bring powerful emotion to the
music, to which the fourth variation (with the melody largely played by the second
violin and viola) provides delicate major-key contrast. The fifth variation reverts to the
minor mode, starts pianissimo but soon becomes louder and more animated. The final
section features melodic variation in triplets (1st violin) over a simple accompaniment
and gradually restores the original mood and rhythm of the theme. The movement
ends peacefully in the major mode.

The energetic scherzo (Allegro molto, D minor, 3-4) is evidently modelled on the first
few bars of one of Schubert’s German dances (D790 no. 6). It is characterised by fierce
syncopated rhythms, a witty descending scale figure with acciaccatura and swift
dynamic and harmonic changes. It has an admirable foil in the lyrical major-mode trio,
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the tender melody of which is scored as a series of duets, mostly in tenths or thirds.

The Presto finale (D minor, 6-8) is a wild tarantella-like sonata rondo movement
possibly inspired by the finale of Beethoven’s ‘Kreutzer’ sonata Op. 47. It opens quietly
(unison strings initially) with a theme of ABA shape. After a dramatic pause, the large,
tonally itinerant second group (F major) interrupts (con fuoco) with a broad melody but
the dance theme, not to be outdone, quickly reasserts itself in a contrapuntal
development of both ideas. Fragments of the tarantella herald a recapitulation of
practically the whole exposition, the second group starting this time in B flat major.
After the final return of the tarantella theme, a frenzied Prestissimo coda ramps up the
pace and leads to a breathtaking, climactic conclusion.

Although the symphony orchestra undoubtedly proved to be the most natural vehicle
for Tchaikovsky’s colourful, emotionally charged music, his three string quartets (all
dating from the 1870s) demonstrate an astute understanding of the medium. And
Tchaikovsky’s dedication of his largely mournful Third Quartet to Laub’s memory
proved to be a precursor for a similar memorial (the so-called ‘Elegiac’ Piano Trio Op.
50) to his friend, the pianist, composer and conductor Nikolai Rubinstein; further, the
first movement of Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony (‘Pathétique’) includes a phrase
characteristic of the Orthodox funeral service (‘With the Saints’), doubtless signalling
his own struggle with mortality after the deaths of three close friends.

The Third Quartet’s expansive opening movement comprises a sonata form Allegro
moderato (E flat minor, 3-4) contained within an expressive Andante sostenuto (E flat
minor, 6-8). Following eight introductory bars, the first violin sustains two sombre
melodies – the rhythm of the second, sung over a pizzicato accompaniment, has been
likened to that of a funeral march – and the mood of lamentation is intensified by an
animated, powerfully accented duplet figure (1st violin). The ensuing Allegro moderato
is based on two contrasting themes, the second of which is in the key of B flat major.
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 From the Edinburgh Festival
A concert recorded in the Queen’s Hall, Edinburgh on 25 August 2003

 DISC ONE  Franz Schubert (1797-1828)
 String Quartet No. 14 in D minor, D810 ‘Death and the Maiden’ 43.41
1 I Allegro 16.10
2 II Andante con moto 14.03
3 III Scherzo: Allegro molto 3.51
4 IV Presto 9.37

 DISC TWO  Pyotr Il’yich Tchaikovsky (1840–1893) 
 String Quartet No. 3 in E flat minor, Op. 30 38.25
1 I Andante sostenuto – Allegro moderato – Andante sostenuto 17.18
2 II Allegretto vivo e scherzando 3.48
3 III Andante funebre e doloroso ma con moto 11.22
4 IV Finale: Allegro non troppo e risoluto 5.57
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